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Benidorm
Series 9 (2017) Quiz 2

1. Who does Joyce ask to cover whilst she is at the conference in Barcelona?

2. Who does Les ask to cover his duties whilst he is back in the UK?

3. What type of convention is held at the Solana whilst Joyce is at the conference in Barcelona?

4. Who does Billy receive some life-changing advice from?

5. What talent does Joey have that make Tiger and Rob decide to make a 'profitable' trip to the 
casino?

6. After displaying odd behaviours, which character reveals that she is pregnant, stimulating interest 
from Noreen and Geoff who are determined to identify the father of the unborn child?

7. Due to a religious festival, what is banned in Benidorm?

8. Which character receives news that his best friend has passed away back home, but nobody seems 
to be interested?

9. Which character starts to question his future after receiving terrible exam results?

10. What does Kenneth wrongly suspect Liam of joining to confront his unhappy childhood?

11. How old is the illegal hotel worker who accidentally pollutes the swimming pool with weed killer?

12. Who are Jacqueline's friends who perform a concert at the Solana?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Sir Henry
2. Neville
3. A Psychic Convention
4. Uri Geller
5. Mathematical talent
6. Pauline

7. Alcohol
8. Eddie
9. Rob
10. Self-help group
11. 10-years-old
12. Madness

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 9 (2017) Quiz 2

1. Who does Joyce ask to cover whilst she is at the conference in Barcelona?

2. Who does Les ask to cover his duties whilst he is back in the UK?

3. What type of convention is held at the Solana whilst Joyce is at the conference in Barcelona?

4. Who does Billy receive some life-changing advice from?

5. What talent does Joey have that make Tiger and Rob decide to make a 'profitable' trip to the 
casino?

6. After displaying odd behaviours, which character reveals that she is pregnant, stimulating interest 
from Noreen and Geoff who are determined to identify the father of the unborn child?

7. Due to a religious festival, what is banned in Benidorm?

8. Which character receives news that his best friend has passed away back home, but nobody seems 
to be interested?

9. Which character starts to question his future after receiving terrible exam results?

10. What does Kenneth wrongly suspect Liam of joining to confront his unhappy childhood?

11. How old is the illegal hotel worker who accidentally pollutes the swimming pool with weed killer?

12. Who are Jacqueline's friends who perform a concert at the Solana?
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